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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for nonnegative matrices having nonnegative 
Drazin pseudoinverses are obtained. A decomposition theorem which characterizes 
the class of all nonnegative matrices wit% nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverses is 
proved, thus answering a question raised by several people. It is also shown that if a 
row (or column) stochastic matrix has a nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverse Acd), then 
Acd) is some power of A. These results extend known results for nonnegative 
group-monotone matrices. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
For every square matrix A (real or complex) there is a unique solution X 
to the equations AX=XA, Ak= Ak’lX for some Positive integer k, and 
X- X2A. The unique solution X is called the Drazin pseudoinverse (or 
simply Drazin inverse) of A and is written as A@). The smallest Positive 
integer k such that A k = A k+ ‘X is called the (Drazin) index of A. If k = 1, the 
Drazin inverse of A is called the group inverse of A and is denoted by A”. 
If N is a matrix such that Nk-i #O, Nk = 0, then k is called the 
(nilpotency) index of N. 
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A matrix A = (aii) is called nonnegative if uii > 0, and this is expressed as 
A > 0. An rr X n square matrix A = (uii) is called row (or column) stochastic if 
air > 0 and X7_ ,uii = 1 (or aii > 0 and C?,,uii = 1). A matrix is called doubly 
stochastic if it is both row and column stochastic. If a matrix A is a direct 
sum of matrices Si, then the matrices Si are called summands of A. 
Let A be any square matrix, and let k be the index of A. It is shown in [3] 
that either A is nilpotent or 
Ak= ; Fi i Gk+l-i> 
i=l i=l 
where each of the matrices F,, . . . , Fk and II!,,F, has full column rank and 
each of the matrices G i,...,G and fl:llGk+,_i has full row rank. Also, the 
following relations hold: 
A = F,G, 
and 
GiFi=Fi+lGi+l, i=l2 , ,..., k-l; 
( GkFk) - ’ exists, and 
Acd)= 6 Fi(C&Fk)-k-’ iil ($+1-i* 
i=l 
The above rank factorizations of powers of a matrix will be called the 
Cline’s rank factorizations. In addition, if IIf= 1Fi and II:_iG+ l_i are 
nonnegative, then the matrix A k is said to have nonnegative rank factoriza- 
tion. We give, in Theorem 2, a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
nonnegative matrix to have a nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverse via Cline’s 
rank factorization. 
The proof of our Theorem 3, which characterizes the class of all 
nonnegative matrices having nonnegative Drazin pseudoinverses, makes use 
of the following result proved in [B]. 
THEOREM A [B, Theorem 11. Let A be a nonnegative matrix and 
A * = p(A) > 0, where p(A) = a,A m1 + . . * + CX~A %,, ai #O, m, > 0. Then there 
exists a permutation matrix P such that 
p~pT= 0 0 0 0 
CJ CJD 0 0 
lo 0 00 
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where C, D are some nonnegative matrices of appropriate sizes and J is a 
direct sum of matrices of the following types (not necessarily both): 
(1) PxY =, where x, y are positive vectors with y ‘x = 1 and fi is a positive 
root of z;_&~+‘= 1, 
(11) 
0 &Xl Y2= 0 *** 0 0 
0 0 P,%Y,T --* 0 0 
. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . * .., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . 0 Pd-l,dXd- 1 Yd' 
PdlXdYl= 0 0 . . . 0 0 
where x, and y* are positive vectors of the same order with yiTx, = 1, x, and xi, 
i#i, are not necessarily of the same order, d Imi+l for some mr, d > 1, and 
;::a,.!!&, 
are a&ray positive numbers such that their product 
is a common root of the following system of at most d 
equations in t: 
x ,ith+‘-Wd=o, kE{l,...,d-1}, 
d)m,+l-k 
where the summation in each of the abooe equations runs over all those m, 
fm which d(m,.+l-k,k=O,l,..., d- 1, with the convention that if there is 
no m, for which dlm,+l-k, kE{l,...,d-l}, then the correqxmding 
equation is absent. 
Conversely, if for some permutation matrtx P 
CJ CJD 0 0 
0 0 00 
where C, D are a&&ray nonnegative matrices of appropriate sixes and J is a 
direct sum of matrices of the following types (not necessarily both): 
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(I’) flxy=> P o, x,y are positive vectors with y ‘x = 1, 
PI’) 
I 
0 &2x1 Yz’ 0 * * * 0 0 
0 0 #43x2 Y3’ *** 0 0 
* . . * . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I PdlXdYl= 0 O 0 0 .  .  .  0  Pd-l,dXd-1 0 Yd' 
where & > 0 xi and yd are positive vectors with yiTxi = 1, then A# exists and 
is nonnegative. 
Throughout this paper the matrices of types (I), (II), (I’), or (II’) will 
mean the types described in Theorem A. 
2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
In the following, for any matrix A, N(A) and R(A) will denote respec- 
tively the null space and the range of A. Also, for any positive integer n, R: 
will denote the nonnegative orthant of the n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Theorem 1 extends the theorem of Berman and Plemmons [l] to matrices of 
index k, and the proof is exactly on the same lines as that of Berman and 
Plemmons. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n X n nonnegative matrix of index k. Then 
Acd) > 0 if and only if 
AxER:+N(A~), xGl(Ak) + x>O. 
Proof. Let Acd) > 0, and Ax E R : + N(A k), x E R( A k). Write Ax = xi + 
n, x,ER:, and nEN(Ak)=N(Acd)). Now xER(Ak) implies x=A% for 
some vector b. So x = A kb = A k+ ‘Acd)b = Acd)A(A kb) = Acd)Ax = Acd)( xi + n) 
= Acd)x, > 0, as desired. 
Conversely, in order to prove that Acd) > 0, we shall prove that for each 
nonnegative vector x, Acd)x > 0. Since A is of index k, we can write x = x1 + x, 
where xi E R(A k), x, E N(A k, = N(Acd)). Then Acd)x = A(d)x, + A(dks = Acd)x,. 
Since xi E R(Ak) AAcd)x, = x,=x-xx,=R:+N(Ak). Thus by hypothesis 
Atd)x, > 0. Hence ‘Acd)x = Acd)x, yields Acdk > 0 as desired. n 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a nonnegative matrix of index k. If Ak = 
fl:, ,F,IJ~, lG,.+ 1 _i, where each of the matrices F,, . . . , Fk has full column 
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rank with J$, 1Fi > 0, and each of the matrices G,, . . . , C, has jkll row rank, 
with II$_lG+l_i>O, such that G,Fi=Fi+IGi+l, i=1,2,...,k-1. Then 
Acd)>Oif and&y if (GkFk)-lek>O. 
Proof. Let (~Fk)-‘-k > 0. From [3], 
A(d)=II:_lF,(~Fk)-‘-kn:=l~+,_i. 
Since (GkFk)-‘-k > 0, we get Acd)> 0. 
Conversely, let A cd) > 0. Since A k = @If_ lFi)(IIf_ lG+ 1 _ i) is a nonnega- 
tive rank factorization of Ak and (A k)# =(A(d))k > 0 by [2, Lemma 21, the 
left inverse (II:_ IFI)L and right inverse (II:, ,q+ i _i)R are both nonnegative. 
From [3], (~Fk)-l-k=(~~_lFj)LA(d)(~~,l~+l_i)R. Thus (GFk)-lvk 20, 
completing the proof. H 
RE~~ARK 1. Whether every nonnegative matrix A with Acd) > 0 has 
Cline’s rank factorization such that IIf= r Fi and n:= iC, + i _ i are nonnegative 
is open. 
REMARK 2. For a given Cline’s rank factorization of any square matrix A 
(not necessarily nonnegative) of index k, it can be shown that 
Acd)=Akp(A) 
if and only if 
(c;Fk)-‘=(c;Fk)k~(~Fk)~ 
where p(x) is some polynomial in x with scalar coefficients. The above 
interesting result follows by straightforward computations. 
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
We observe that the class of nonnegative matrices having nonnegative 
Drazin pseudoinverse contains matrices of the form 
<K KD 0 0 
0 0 00 
CK CKD 0 0 ’ 
,o 0 00 I 
Where C, D are arbitrary nonnegative matrices and 
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in which J is a direct sum of matrices of the types (I’) and (II’) (not 
necessarily both) and 
N= 
0 Cl2 Cl3 * * * Cl, 
0 0 c, -* * c,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0.. 0 Cl_,, 
0 0 --* 0 O’, 
Where O’s on the diagonal stand for square matrices and the Cit’s are 
nonnegative matrices of appropriate orders. If N #O, then the above class is 
strictly larger than the class of all nonnegative matrices having nonnegative 
group inverses (Theorem A). The following example shows that not every 





Here A = xx r + N, xx TN = 0 = Nxx T, N is nilpotent, and 
Also, A’= xxT, A2= A3, Acd)= A2, and indexA -2. If A were in the class 
described above, then this being stochastic K = J (N must be absent) and thus 
by Theorem A, the matrix A is of index 1, a contradiction. 
Recall that the Drazin pseudoinverse of a matrix A of index k is a 
polynomial p(A) in A with scalar coefficients and is of the form 
p(A)= 5 alA”+, m,>k. 
i=l 
THEOREM 3. LetA>OandA(d)>O.LetA(d)=p(A)=~.Si_lcu,A”I,cui#O, 
m,>k. Then 
A=A,+.-- +A,+N, 
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Af > 0, A&=0, i#i. 
A,N=O= NA,, 1 <i,j <r, 
N is a nilpotent matrix of the (nilpotency) index k, and fm some permutution 
m&rices Pi, 
IG GD 0 0 
P,A,P,== ’ ’ ’ ’ I CG CGD 0 0 0 0 00 1 , 
in which C,D are nonnegative matrices of appropriate sizes, and G is a 
matrix of type (Z) or (ZZ). 
Conversely, suppose A is a nonnegative matrix of index k; A= A, 
+ e-e +A,+N; A,>O; A&=0, i#j; AiN=O=NA,, l<i,j<r,N is nilpo- 
tent of the (nilpotency) index k; and fbr some permutation matrices Pi 
CG GD 0 01 
P,A&== ’ ’ ’ ’ I CC 0 0 00 
where G is a matrix of type (I’) or (II’) and C,D are arbitrary nonnegative 
matrices of appropriate sizes. Then A@) > 0. 
Proof. Write 
A=A2Acd)+N, where N=A-A2Acd). 
It can be easily verified that 
@“A(d))” CA(d) 
and N is a nilpotent matrix of (nilpotency) index k. Thus B = A2Ald) > 0 and 
B” >O. Also, A(d)=ZIaiA”+, m, >k, a,#0 gives 
B # = A(d) x x a,u,A + = x q(A2Acd))“” 
f i 
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Thus by Theorem A there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
0 0 0 0 
Cj CJD 0 0 I ’ 
0 0 00 
where C, D are nonnegative matrices and J is a direct sum of matrices of 
type (I) or (II) (not necessarily both). 




Then PBPT=CBd, BiBi=O, i#i, where 




CJiD 0 0 
,o 0 00, 
Also 
Ii” Ji”D 
q#= O 0 
cJi” CJ,“D 
. 0 0 







if Si is of type (I). 
i 
C&z* * ’ p,,)-‘sp-’ 
if Si is of type (II). 
But &en Ji# = fi -“Ji or Ji# = ( p12- . * p,,)-‘./~-‘. This gives 
Bi”=pp2Bi or Bi”=(p12...pdl)-1Bid-1. 
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Since Bi > 0, Bt# > 0, we apply Theorem A to the matrix B, and obtain 
that for some permutation matrix Pi 
where C,D are nonnegative matrices of appropriate sizes and G is a direct 
sum of matrices of type (I) or (II) (We might mention that the matrices C,D 
occurring above in the form for PiBiPiT are not the same as the ones 
occurring earlier in the form for Bi). As stated in Theorem A, the summands 
of G are determined by polynomial p(t) where Bi# = p(B,). 
Now, we have 
Bi#=/3-‘Bj or B,#=(p,,...pdl)-lBp-l 
Thus 
p(t)=/33 or ~(t)=(P~~...~~~)--lt~-~. 
Therefore, summands of type (I) are yxy ‘, where y is a positive root of 
p-?=l. This gives y=p. And summands of type (II) are 
0 Y12Xl Yz’ 0 . . . 0 
0 0 Y23XzYiT *** 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..,......... * 
~ Ydl’dY: 0 0 . . . 0 
, 
where yrl are arbitrary positive numbers such that their product y12* - * ydl is 
a root of 
This gives 
Further, since 
Yl2’ * ‘Ydl=&2.‘*pdl. 
rankG=rankB,=rankJ,=rankS,, 
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we get that G consists of only one summand of type (I) or (II) and this 
summand is of the same form as the Si. 
FromA=B+NandPBPr=B,+-.-+B,wehave 
If we set 
then 
A=P*B,P+- +P*B,P+N. 
Ai = PTBiP, 
A-A,+-.. +A,+N, 
where Ai > 0; A,A, = 0, i #j; 
A,N=O= NA,; 
and for some permutation matrix Pi, 
I 
G GD 0 0‘ 
PiTAiPi= ’ ’ ’ ’ 
CG CGD 0 0 ’ 
0 0 00, 
where G is a matrix of type (I) or (II). This completes the proof in one 
direction. 
Conversely, we have 
A-A,+... +A,.+N, 
where A, > 0; Ai =O, i #j; etc. We may delete any Ai which is zero. So we 
canassumethateitherA=NorA=Al+-*-+A,+N,whereallA,#O.In 
the former case Acd) =0, and hence the converse is trivial. In the latter case, 
no A, can be invertible. Thus Ai* is a polynomial in A, with zero constant 
term. Therefore, 
Ai*Ai = 0, i#j. 
This immediately yields 
(A,+.*. +A,)#=AT+- +A:. 
Also, it is clear by hypothesis that Ai# > 0. Therefore (A, + . * - + A,)” > 0. 
Using Nk = 0, one verifies directly that 
A(d)=(A1+- +A,)#. (I) 
Hence Acd) > 0 as desired. n 
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Incidentally, we may mention that it follows from (1) that A, + A, 
+ . . . +A =A2A@‘. 
The s&A2A@)=A1+A2+.. * + A, in the d&composition of A given in 
Theorem 3 will be called the nilpotent-free part of A, and N the nilpotent 
part of A. 
The next theorem shows that if A is a row (or column) stochastic matrix 
with Acd) > 0, then A(d) is some power of A, and the nilpotent-free part of A 
is also row (or column) stochastic. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a row (0~ column) stochastic matrix with Acd) > 0. 
Then Acd)=AU for sine positive integer u. The nilpotent-free part B= 
A2Acd) is also row (or column) stochastic, and the nilpotent part N is such 
that the sum of entries in each row (or column) is zero. 
Proof. Let A be of index k. Then 
=(A~)#A~-~=A~A~-~, by [S, Corollary4], 
since A k is also row (or column) stochastic. Hence Acd)=A” for some 
positive integer u > k. Then B=A2Acd)= Auq2 is &o row (or column) 
stochastic, and hence the sum of entries in each row (or column) of N is zero. 
n 
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